Goldenrod

Pavers depicted moist; dry pavers will appear slightly different.
Natural Variation, Natural Beauty

Your pavers are as unique as your project. And it’s important to remember that the actual pavers you receive may appear different, when viewed in natural light, than the colors represented in this studio photography. In addition, because pavers are made from natural materials, you may notice slight color variations, minor chips, or visible aggregates among the pavers delivered for your project. Don’t worry – these variations, when handled by an experienced installer, will lend your project a genuine, realistic appearance that will enhance the natural beauty of the concrete pavers. Your installer will select stones from a variety of bundles and will lay them in a random manner to achieve a sophisticated and aesthetic visual effect.

Rich, vibrant, natural colors are a hallmark of Tremron’s pavers. All Tremron pavers are “color-through,” which means the color is blended into the stone during the manufacturing process, not simply added to the face of the paver. Plus, our pavers are specially manufactured to create slip-resistant and skid-resistant surfaces. We’re proud to have this opportunity to help you select the colors that best complement your project.

Tremron Group.
We Make it Easy.